“Molly, a 4 year old guinea pig with
chronic urinary sludge and infections
was on a popular alfalfa-free pellet and
suffering from sludge at the slightest
increase of calcium in her diet. She had
to be on antibiotics occasionally to fight
off urinary tract infections. While most
hesitate to feed a pellet with Alfalfa to a
sludge-prone pig, I already knew that it
wasn't the calcium or Alfalfa causing her
problems; Sure enough, since switching Molly to Sherwood, she has been
able to eat lettuce again without a trace
of sludge. Not only is she healthier but
she is happier since making the switch.
She can have all her favorite veggies
again and has lost the sagging belly that
she had for over a year.”

Healthiest Nutrition Possible!
Posted by Kaity

“My bun was having issues with “poopy
butt.” He also needed to eat more hay
so I knew I needed a food that was hay
based not soy based. As soon as we got
steady on Sherwood we didn’t have
“poopy butt” anymore and noticed
softer fur! I noticed a change in personality. He was more energetic and playful! My bun seems much happier and I
know he is getting the healthiest nutrition possible. Thank you again!”

Tried, Trusted, and True
Posted by Alexandra Crippen

Proper Nutrition is the Foundation
Great Food for my 3 Chinnies
Posted by Melanie Elaine

“I’ve been feeding my babies xxxxx for
a few years, but I noticed my one fluff
had weird, mucousy poos once in
awhile so I decided to try switching to
this. It took a bit for them to decide it
was edible, but they all seem to love it
now and I have yet to see a weird poo
during playtime, no one is overweight
or underweight, their fur is soft and
gorgeous, and they all have a
ton of energy.”
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‘Timothy’ Pellets
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An increase in these early warning signs are precursors to
life-threatening problems caused by an unbalanced diet.
Say NO

Why Alfalfa?
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The Natural Diet
Rabbits and other small herbivores are adapted to a diet
that is a mix of grasses (like timothy)
and legumes (like clover or alfalfa).
This improves digestive, urinary, and overall health.
You’ll see the difference in their fur coat and they’ll be
more playful and active.

